
Prebuilt integration to automate order processing, 
fulfillments, inventory management and more between 

NetSuite and Walmart

Embedded business logic 
Benefit from the learnings of thousands of
customers by using prebuilt flows, settings,
and configurations that automate common
use cases.

Fully managed with automatic
updates
Managed by Celigo or our partners, so 
support for new uses cases or updates 
to APIs are regularly pushed without any 
downtime.

Fastest time to business value
Designed for line-of-business users to
automate order to fulfillment business
processes 100% out of the box without
waiting on expensive technical resources.

Future-proof platform extensibility
Built on the Celigo iPaaS, benefit from
enterprise grade data security, AI-powered
error management and the ability to support
custom use cases.
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Order and Customer Sync
 
Synchronize customers and orders from Walmart to NetSuite 
to make sure orders are fulfilled at a rapid pace. 
 
Products

Sync Products, Images, Categories, and Attributes from 
NetSuite with support for all NetSuite Item types. If Walmart 
Product Variations are setup as Inventory Items (non-matrix) in 
NetSuite, the advanced Virtual Variations feature keeps them 
in sync.
 
Inventory Levels

Update inventory levels from either single or multiple 
warehouse locations with support for all the key NetSuite Item 
types (Inventory, Matrix, Kits, and more).

Sales Tax Handling
 
Use NetSuite (SuiteTax) or Walmart sales tax reporting 
to calculate and report sales taxes on the NetSuite Sales 
Orders.
 
Sell Globally (Add-On)
 
Prebuilt support for connecting multiple Walmart 
Marketplaces (US, UK, AU and more), Walmart Motors, and 
more to a single NetSuite account. 

Sync Inbound Shipments for Walmart 
Fulfillment Services (Add-On)

Manage inbound and delivered Walmart shipments as 
item receipts in NetSuite. Synch shipment items from 
NetSuite to Walmart warehouse and track shipment 
delivery status in NetSuite.

Celigo Integrations are built on Integrator.io, the complete and
intuitive iPaaS that allows you to quickly connect SAP
Business ByDesign with most apps.

Built on the Leading iPaaS Platform 
with Infinite Scalability 
Fast, Scalable, Flexible

Celigo Integration Apps are built on Integrator.io, the complete 
and intuitive iPaaS that allows you to quickly connect NetSuite 
with most apps.

Advanced capabilities

Jeff Hill
Director, Global Supply Chain

“Celigo ‘s first integrations alone saved us 3-5 full-time people 
to doing it manually. At our volume, if we were still with our 
previous integration provider, that would cost us $240,000 - 
$400,000 for the same thing. So that’s a quarter-million-dollar 
saving right there.”

“Celigo enables a small staff to connect, integrate, manage, 
and monitor a number of data sources and endpoints with 
ease. Integrations are relatively quick to implement and 
a wide variety of translation tools are available to make 
communication between systems efficient and seamless.”

Jeremy Vandenber
IT and Information Analyst

Sync Sales Orders from Walmart to NetSuite

Sync Inventory Levels from NetSuite to Walmart

Sync Price Levels from NetSuite to Walmart

Sync Items from NetSuite to Walmart

*Connect multiple Walmart accounts to NetSuite

*Walmart WFS Inbound Shipments from NetSuite to Walmart
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